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ABSTRACT

This review paper discusses the literature on perception and synthesis of environmental sounds. Relevant studies in ecological acoustics and multimodal perception are reviewed, and physically-based sound synthesis techniques for various families of environmental sounds are compared. Current research directions and open issues, including multimodal interfaces and virtual environments, automatic recognition and classification, and sound design, are discussed. The focus is especially on applications of physically-based techniques for synthesis of environmental sounds in interactive multimodal systems. The paper reports on ongoing research on bimodal (audio-haptic) rendering of virtual objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on environmental sounds, which has its roots in ecological acoustics, is currently receiving interest in many domains, including multimodal interfaces and virtual environments, automatic recognition and classification (with applications to context-aware and surveillance systems as well as automatic classification of sound effects and automatic synthesis of soundscapes), and sound design.

This paper provides a review of the literature on perception and synthesis of environmental sounds, and discusses some relevant current research directions. The focus is especially on physically-based techniques for synthesis of environmental sounds, and application of these techniques in interactive multimodal systems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to perception of environmental sounds, with emphasis on studies in ecological acoustics and multimodal perception; Section 3 discusses synthesis techniques for various families of environmental sounds; Section 4 reports on our current research on physically-based models and applications to joint audio-haptic rendering.

2. PERCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

2.1. Ecological acoustics

The “ecological” approach to perception, originated in the work of Gibson [1], differs from more established views in two main respects: first, perception is an achievement of animal-environment systems, not simply animals (or their brains); second, the main purpose of perception is to guide action. The gibsonian approach is considered controversial because of one central and strong claim: perception is direct, that is, there exists a 1:1 correspondence between patterns of sensory stimulation and the underlying aspects of physical reality. This assumption implies that anything that can be perceived can also be measured in the physical world.

Gibson worked on visual perception and introduced the concept of optic flow, which indicates the structure in changing patterns of light at a given point of observation. Perceivers exploit particular patterns — invariants — to guide their activities. These considerations also apply to other senses, including audition. Recent research has introduced the concept of global array [2], according to which individual forms of energy are subordinate components of a higher-order spatio-temporal structure. The general claim underlying this concept is that observers are not separately sensitive to structures in the optic and acoustic flows, but are directly sensitive to patterns that extend across these flows.

Two companion papers by Gaver [3, 4] have greatly contributed to the build-up of a solid framework for ecological acoustics, by introducing such concepts as the acoustic array and acoustic invariants that can be associated to sound events: as an example, several attributes of a vibrating solid (e.g., size, shape, density), determine the frequencies of the sounds it produces. A single physical parameter can influence simultaneously many different sound parameters: these complex patterns of change may serve as information distinguishing the physical parameters responsible.

Gaver also coined the term everyday listening, the experience of listening to events rather than sounds, and proposed an “ecological taxonomy” of environmental sounds (see Fig. 1). Sounds generated by solid objects are structured by the type of their interaction, the materials, and the geometry and configuration of the objects. Sounds involving liquids also depend on an initial deformation counter-acted by restoring forces, but in this case sounds are created by the resonant cavities (bubbles) that form and oscillate and in the surface of the liquid. Aerodynamic sounds are caused by atmospheric pressure differences (e.g. an exploding balloon), or situations in which changes in pressure set objects into vibration (e.g. the wind passing through a wire). Any environmental sound is originated from basic events in any of the above categories. Many sounds can be described as temporal patterns of simpler events: breaking is a complex event involving patterns of simpler impacts. Compound events involve more than one type of basic level event: a door slam involves the squeak of scraping hinges and the impact of the door on its frame. Hybrid events involve yet another level of complexity in which more than one basic type of material is involved (e.g. the sounds of water dripping on a reverberant surface).

Although relatively young, the literature on ecological acoustics has produced a number of relevant results. Most are concerned...
with basic interactions of solids objects, while sound-producing events that involve liquids and aerodynamic interactions have been addressed less frequently. Many studies have investigated the perception of object material from impact sounds [5, 6, 7, 8]. Another relevant ecological dimension of impact sounds is the hardness of collision [9, 8]. With respect to continuous contact (e.g. scraping), a relevant ecological dimension is surface roughness: research by Lederman and coworkers has investigated the role of auditory feedback in both tactile [10] and vibratory roughness perception [11]. The auditory perception of geometric properties of interacting objects, e.g. length, has also been investigated [12].

Studies on patterned sounds include bouncing and breaking events [13], hands clapping [14], and walking sounds [15]. A recent paper by Gygi et al. [16] does not focus on a specific sound event and instead uses a large (70) and varied catalog of sounds that include patterned, compound, and hybrid sources. The authors investigate the role of temporal features of the sound envelope (periodicities, amount of silence, roughness) in the identification of the events.

2.2. Multimodal perception

Humans achieve robust perception through the combination and integration of information from multiple sensory modalities. Two general strategies can be identified [17]: (sensory combination) is used to maximize non-redundant information delivered from different sensory modalities, while sensory integration is used to reduce the variance in the sensory estimate and increase reliability.

In general the amount of cross-modal integration depends on the features to be evaluated or the tasks to be accomplished. The modality precision or modality appropriateness hypothesis [18] is often cited when trying to explain which modality dominates under what circumstances, and states that discrepancies are always resolved in favour of the more precise or more appropriate modality. Vision dominates the integrated percept in many tasks. As an example, vision can bias the perceived location of sounds whereas sounds rarely influence visual localization. One key reason for this visual capture is that vision provides more accurate location information. For temporal judgments however the situation is reversed and audition, being the more appropriate modality, usually dominates over vision. Recent studies have provided evidence of auditory capture effects in temporal judgments, showing e.g. that the number of auditory beeps influences the perceived number of visual flashes [19] or that auditory events can even alter the perceived timing of target lights [20].

Similar capture effects can also occur between audition and tactile perception: some authors [21, 22] have extended the finding of the auditory-visual illusion established by [19] to the auditory-tactile domain. Other authors have studied auditory-tactile integration in surface texture perception. Lederman and coworkers have shown that audition has little influence on tactile texture perception [10]. However, when the contact is made via a rigid probe, with a consequent increase of touch-related sound and a degradation of tactile information, auditory and tactile cues are integrated [11]. These results suggest that although touch is mostly dominant in texture perception, the degree of auditory-tactile integration can be modulated by the reliability of the single-modality information. A related experiment on forced-choice discrimination of the roughness of abrasive surfaces [23] showed that properly processed texture sounds lead to a bias towards an increased perception of tactile smoothness or roughness.

3. SYNTHESIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

Sound synthesis techniques traditionally developed for computer music applications (e.g. additive, subtractive, frequency modulation [24]) are less effective for the generation of environmental sounds. On the other hand, physically-based sound modeling approaches generate sound from computational structures that respond to physical input parameters, and therefore they automatically incorporate complex responsive acoustic behaviors. A second quality of these techniques is interactivity and ease in associating motion to sound control, so that the sound feedback responds in a natural way to user gestures and actions. Traditionally developed in the computer music community and mainly applied to the faithful simulation of existing musical instruments, physical models have now gained popularity for sound rendering in interactive applications [25].

3.1. Contact sounds

As already remarked an important class of sound events is that of contact sounds between solids, i.e. sounds generated when solid objects come in contact with each other (see Fig. 1). Various modeling approaches have been proposed in the literature.

Modal synthesis [26] was proposed in [27, 28] as an efficient yet accurate framework for describing the acoustic properties of objects. If a resonating object is described as a network of masses connected with springs and dampers, then a geometrical transformation can be found that turns the system into a set of decoupled equations. The transformed variables are generally referred to as modal displacements, and obey a second-order linear oscillator equation. If the driving force is an impulse, the response of each mode is a damped sinusoid. Any pre-computed contact force signal can then be convolved to the impulse response and thus used to drive the modal synthesizer. The modal representation of a resonating object can be linked to many ecological dimensions of the corresponding sounds. As an example, in [7] the modal representation proposed by [27] has been applied to the synthesis of impact sounds with material information.
A different physically-based approach was proposed in [29, 30], which amounts to employing finite-element simulations for generating both animated video and audio. This task is accomplished by analyzing the surface motions of objects that are animated using a deformable body simulator, and isolating vibrational components that correspond to audible frequencies. The system then determines how these surface motions will generate acoustic pressure waves in the surrounding medium and models the propagation of those waves to the listener. In this way, sounds arising from complex nonlinear phenomena can be simulated. However, heavy computational load prevents real-time sound generation and the use of the method in interactive applications.

3.2. Other classes of sounds

The map of everyday sounds developed by Gaver (see Fig. 1) comprises three main classes: solids, liquids, and gases. Research on sound modeling is clearly biased toward the first of these classes, while less has been done for the others.

A physically-based liquid sound synthesis methodology was developed in [31]. The fundamental mechanism for the production of liquid sounds is identified as the acoustic emission of bubbles. After reviewing the physics of vibrating bubbles as it is relevant to audio synthesis, the author developed a sound model for isolated single bubbles and validated it with a small user study. A stochastic model for the real-time interactive synthesis of complex liquid sounds such as produced by streams, pouring water, rivers, rain, and breaking waves is based on the synthesis of single bubble sounds. It is shown in [31] that realistic complex high dimensional sound spaces can be synthesized in this manner.

A method for creating aerodynamic sounds was presented in [32]. Examples of aerodynamic sound include sound generated by swinging swords or by wind blowing. A major source of aerodynamic sound is vortices generated in fluids such as air. The authors proposed a method for creating sound textures for aerodynamic sound by making use of computational fluid dynamics. Next, they have developed a method using the sound textures for real-time rendering of aerodynamic sound according to the motion of objects or wind velocity.

This brief overview shows that little has been done in the literature about models of everyday sounds in the “liquids” and “gases” categories (we are sticking to the terminology of Fig. 1). These are topics that need more research to be carried out in the future.

4. CURRENT RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

4.1. Multimodal rendering and display

Multisensory information is essential for designing immersive virtual worlds: being able to hear sounds of objects in a virtual environment, while touching and manipulating them, provides a sense of immersion in the environment not obtainable otherwise [33]. Properly designed and synchronized haptic and auditory displays are likely to provide much greater immersion in a virtual environment than a high-fidelity visual display alone. Moreover, by skewing the relationship between the haptic and visual and or/auditory displays, the range of object properties that can be effectively conveyed to the user can be significantly enhanced.

Physically-based sound models can in principle allow the creation of dynamic virtual environments in which sound rendering attributes are incorporated into data structures that provide multimodal encoding of object properties: shape, material, elasticity, texture, mass, and so on. In this way a unified description of the physical properties of an object can be used to control the visual, haptic, and sound rendering, without requiring the design of separate properties for each thread. This problem has already been studied in the context of joint haptic–visual rendering, and recent haptic-graphic APIs [34, 35] adopt a unified scene graph that takes care of both haptics and graphics rendering of objects from a single scene description, with obvious advantages in terms of synchronization and avoidance of data duplication. Physically-based sound models may allow the development of a similar unified scene, that includes description of audio attributes as well.

A particularly interesting problem is simultaneous audio-haptic rendering. In order to be perceived as realistic, auditory and haptic cues have to be properly synchronized and perceptually similar. Synchronizing the two modalities is more than synchronizing two separate events. Rather than triggering a pre-recorded audio sample or tone, the audio and the haptics change together when the user applies different forces to the object.

Properly designed auditory feedback can be combined with haptics in order to improve perception of stiffness, or even compensate for physical limitations of haptic devices and enhance the range of perceived stiffness that can be effectively conveyed to the user. Physical limitations (low sampling rates, poor spatial resolution of haptic devices) constrain the values for haptic stiffness rendering to ranges that are often far from typical values for stiff surfaces. Ranges for haptic stiffnesses are usually estimated by requiring the system to be passive [36], thus guaranteeing stability of the interaction, while higher stiffness values can cause the system to become unstable, i.e., to oscillate uncontrollably.

The influence of auditory information on the perception of object stiffness through a haptic interface was studied in [37]. Pre-recorded sounds of contact between several pairs of objects were played through headphones during tapping of virtual objects through a haptic interface, and were shown to modulate the perception of object stiffness. These results suggest that the range of object stiffnesses that can be displayed by a haptic interface with a limited force-bandwidth can be perceptually extended by the addition of properly designed impact sounds.

While the auditory display adopted by [37] was rather poor (the authors used recorded sounds), a more sophisticated approach amounts to synthesize both auditory and haptic feedback using physically-based models. In [38] the modal synthesis techniques described in [27] were applied to audio-haptic rendering. Contact forces are computed at the rate of the haptic rendering routine (e.g., 1kHz), then the force signals are upsampled at audio rate (e.g., 44.1kHz) and filtered in order to remove spurious impulses at contact breaks and high frequency position jitter. The resulting audio force is used to drive the modal sound model. This architecture ensures low latency between haptic and audio rendering (the latency is 1ms if the rate of the haptic rendering routine is 1kHz), which is below the perceptual tolerance for detecting synchronization between auditory and haptic contact events.

4.2. Recognition and classification of environmental sounds

Automatic recognition of environmental sounds is a currently active research direction, and the MPEG-7 multimedia standard provides a framework for sound recognition [39]. The biggest challenges in this context are perhaps sound source separation and completeness/generality: it is very difficult to design descriptors that identify every sound source in a given environment.

Many studies in this field are based on supervised training with
preselected training material. In [40] Hidden Markov models were applied to the recognition of specific classes of sounds (a wooden door opened and shut, a metal tool dropped in a container, and water poured in a container). A study on the recognition of “familiar” environmental sounds (i.e., sounds on which the recognition system was previously trained) was reported in [41], which included smoke alarm, barking dogs, bouncing balls, water running in bathtubs, vacuum cleaner motor, and so on.

Many application scenarios are currently being investigated. One is context-aware computing: research in this field has mostly focused on applications that are aware of absolute spatial and temporal location, while other aspects of context have been relatively neglected. Recent works have tried to exploit automatic recognition of environmental sounds as a contextual cue for context-aware applications, e.g., by trying to classify the “noise context” in typical everyday environments (office, car, city street) [42].

Another area of application is in automatic surveillance systems: with the increasing use of audio sensors in surveillance and monitoring applications, event detection from audio streams has emerged as an important research problem. Methods for a scenario where a system is installed in an unknown environment (specifically an office room) were presented in [43]: it was shown that a system combining both supervised and unsupervised training methods could have potential for practical applications. An application area that is closer to the interests of the ICAD community is classification of sound effects. The technology behind sound effect libraries is still text-search: sounds are tagged with descriptive keywords, with several consequent limitations (the annotation work is error-prone and time-consuming, natural language is imprecise and ambiguous, and so on). Automatic annotation methods are not mature enough for labeling with great detail any possible sound. A general sound recognition tool requires a taxonomy that represents common sense knowledge of the world, and thousands of specialized classifiers. Recent studies [44] have shown that a general sound annotator can be constructed using a taxonomy built on top on a semantic network such as WordNet and an all-purpose sound recognition system based on nearest-neighbor classification rule.

Systems for the automatic recognition and classification of environmental sounds will make it possible to approach synthesis of soundscapes from a high-level perspective, in which sound objects can be identified and recombined in a flexible way. Creating soundscapes from libraries of individual environmental sounds is a convenient alternative to recorded “ambiances”, which are not flexible (e.g., it is hard to add/remove individual sounds or change panning) and are available in a limited number. In [45] semi-automatic generation of simple soundscapes (like those of a pub or a farm) was proposed using a semantic enabled search engine: the system creates ambitions on demand given text queries by fetching relevant sounds from a large sound effect database and importing them into a sequencer multi track project.

4.3. Sound design

Product design is going to be profoundly affected by new technologies that can change the appearance of objects (e.g., electronic ink, dynamic actuators, etc.). Recent research projects [46] argue that, as microprocessors and loudspeakers can be already embedded into objects, the “sonic appearance” of objects is already easily changeable. It can therefore be expected that research on “product sound design” will become a solid and established discipline in the near future.

Many studies have addressed sound quality measurement in past years. Evaluation based on psychophysical methods has been applied to sounds of domestic objects (light switches, vacuum cleaners, etc.), equipment (car motors, air conditioners, etc.) and so on, with the aim of characterizing acoustic annoyance or preference. However environmental sounds also have emotional connotations, which precede their cognitive interpretation and influence the way a listener perceives a given sound [47]. This is clearly a fundamental aspect for product designers, since users decide to approach positive and avoid negative objects largely on that basis of an emotional response. Even more, emotional response can affect the cognitive level of interaction [48].

Sound also has functional qualities. In many cases designers associate sounds to desired meanings on the basis of empirical criteria. Research on everyday sounds could help to extract auditory attributes and patterns in order to create unambiguous sounds to fulfill specific functions. Recommendations for the designers have to be adjusted by perceptual results. An experiment with sounds currently used in automotive interfaces [49] showed that these sounds do not fulfill their intended function. The authors then proposed a methodology which draws on acoustics and semantics and applied it to the specific sound design problem under investigation.

However, knowledge about environmental sounds is still insufficient with regard to the relations between physical characteristics, perceptual descriptions, and functional and aesthetic qualities. Techniques to relate the functional and aesthetic qualities of sound to emotional and cognitive responses may come by linking pattern analysis techniques with results of psychophysical experimentation, in such a way that mathematical models, generalizations, and classifications are conducted on functionally selected sound databases and on parameter sets of synthetic sound models [46].

5. CONTACT SOUNDS IN MULTIMODAL RENDERING ARCHITECTURES

5.1. Toward a taxonomy of contact sound models

We have proposed a modal representation of resonating objects analogous to the one adopted in [27, 28]. The main difference with the above mentioned works lies in the approach to contact force modeling. Instead of a feed-forward scheme in which the interacting resonators are set into oscillation with driving forces that are externally computed or recorded, the models proposed in [50] embed direct computation of non-linear contact forces. Despite the complications that arise in the synthesis algorithms, this approach provides some advantages. Better quality is achieved due to accurate audio-rate computation of contact forces: this is especially true for impulsive contact, where contact times are in the order of few ms. Interactivity and responsiveness of sound to user actions is also improved. This is especially true for continuous contact, such as stick-slip friction. Finally, physical parameters of the contact force models provide control over other ecological dimensions of the sound events.

The impact model used in [50], and originally proposed in [51], describe the non-linear impact force $f$ as

$$f(x(t), v(t)) = \begin{cases} kx(t)^{\alpha} + \lambda x(t)^{\alpha} \cdot v(t) & x > 0, \\ 0 & x \leq 0, \end{cases}$$

where $x$ is the interpenetration of the two colliding objects and $v = \dot{x}$. Then force parameters, such as the force stiffness $k$, can
be related to ecological dimensions of the produced sound, such as perceived stiffness of the impact.

Similar considerations apply to continuous contact models. In [52] a stick-slip friction model was proposed, which is derived from [53]. Microscopic irregularities of contacting surfaces can be interpreted as a large number of elastic "bristles", that will randomly deflect like damped springs when a tangential force is applied to each bristle, and start to slip when the strain exceeds a certain level. The friction force \( f \) is described by the equations

\[
\dot{z}(v, z) = v \left[ 1 - \alpha(v, z) \frac{z}{z_{ss}(v)} \right],
\]

\[
f(z, \dot{z}, v, w) = \sigma_0 z + \sigma_1 \dot{z} + \sigma_2 v + \sigma_3 w,
\]

where \( z \) is the average bristle deflection and \( v \) is the relative velocity between the two surfaces. The coefficient \( \sigma_0 \) is the bristle stiffness, \( \sigma_1 \) is the bristle damping, and the term \( \sigma_2 v \) accounts for linear viscous friction. The function \( z_{ss}(v) \) is the steady-state friction characteristic: steady state conditions in the sliding regime (i.e., \( \dot{z} = 0 \), with \( v \neq 0 \), \( \alpha = 1 \)) are met if and only if \( z = z_{ss} \). The function \( \alpha(v, z) \) is an adhesion map that controls the rate of change of \( z \). Parametrizations of \( \alpha \) must guarantee that \( \alpha \equiv 0 \) when \( z \) is smaller than a given breakaway displacement (purely elastic presliding regime, \( \dot{z} = v \)), and \( \alpha \equiv 1 \) for large values of \( z \) (transition to the plastic regime). The component \( \sigma_3 w(t) \) is not part of the original formulation in [53]. The term \( w \) is related to surface roughness and is needed in order to simulate scraping and sliding effects, whereas the original elasto-plastic formulation only accounts for stick-slip phenomena. The \( w \) component can be modeled as fractal noise [28].

It has been shown that these low-level contact sound models can be taken as the basic building blocks from where sound events of increasing complexity can be simulated: this kind of approach allows for a translation of the map of Fig. 1 into a hierarchical structure in which "patterned" and "compound" sound models are built upon impact and friction events. Models for bouncing, breaking, rolling, crumpling sounds are described in [54, 55].

### 5.2. Linking physical parameters and ecological dimensions

The studies in ecological acoustics mentioned in Sec. 2.1 identify features of environmental sounds that convey information about generating events, and thus provide mappings between sound signal parameters and ecological dimensions. In order to link physical parameters of the sound models to ecological dimensions, a second level of mapping is needed, which relates physical parameters to relevant sound signal features. In certain cases such mappings can be derived straightforwardly: as an example, perception of material is determined to a large extent by the decay characteristics of an impact sound, which are in turn directly linked to the damping parameters of a modal resonator.

A less simple case of mapping between physical parameters and ecological dimensions concerns the perception of stiffness in impact sounds. Freed [9] showed that the useful information for hardness rating is contained in the attack transients of the sounds: in his study loudness and descriptors related to the spectral centroid (average value and temporal variability in the first 300 ms) were found to account for 75% of the variance of the hardness ratings. Giordano [8] argues that the duration \( \tau \) of the contact between the two objects during the stroke has an influence on hardness perception, and that \( \tau \) variations are likely to explain at least in part from data from [9]: an increase in \( \tau \) determines a decrease in the loudness of the radiated signal, and in the amount of energy at high frequencies (and thus in the spectral centroid), since vibrational modes with a period shorter than \( \tau \) are minimally excited.

Based on similar considerations, in [56] we have investigated the dependence of contact time \( \tau \) and the attack spectral centroid on the parameters of the impact force model (1). The following equation was derived for \( \tau \):

\[
\tau = \left( \frac{m}{k} \right)^{\frac{1}{\alpha + 1}} \cdot \left( \frac{\mu^2}{\alpha + 1} \right)^{\frac{1}{\alpha + 1}} \cdot \int_{v_{out}}^{v_{in}} g(v, v_{in}, \mu) dv, \tag{3}
\]

where \( v_{in}, v_{out} \) are the normal velocities before/after collision, respectively, and \( \mu = \lambda/k \) is a mathematically convenient term. Equation (3) states in particular a power-law dependence of \( \tau \) on the force stiffness: \( \tau(k) \sim k^{-1/\alpha+1} \). A study in [57] on synthetic impact sounds obtained from model (1) provided quantitative results that confirm the correlation between spectral centroid of the attack transients and \( \tau \). The dissipative component of the contact force also has a slight effect on the centroid: as \( \lambda \) is lowered, the amount of energy transferred to the higher partials is increased, and the centroid increases accordingly, even though \( \tau \) remains approximately constant. Similarly, the centroid increases significantly as \( \alpha \) decreases, even though the contact time varies slowly: high values of \( \alpha \) can produce multiple bounces of the vibrating surface on the striking object, with a consequent increase of the centroid.

### 5.3. Multimodal interaction

In [58] the contact sound models described above were integrated into a multimodal rendering architecture, schematically depicted in Fig. 2, which extends typical haptic-visual architectures. The sound rendering thread runs at audio rate (e.g., 44.1kHz) in parallel with other threads. Computation of audio contact forces is triggered by collision detection from the haptic rendering thread. Computation of 3D sound can be cascaded to the sound synthesis block. It was shown that the proposed rendering scheme allows tight synchronization of the modalities, as well as a high degree of interactivity and responsiveness of the sound models to gestures and actions of a user.

This architecture was implemented as two processes which communicate by means of a shared memory area. The first process is responsible for graphic and haptic rendering. An event catching engine driven by a function callback model is adopted to monitor contact events. When such an event occurs, haptic data necessary for sound synthesis are written into the shared memory area. The second process reads data from the shared memory area and renders contact sounds according to the current physical parameters. Low communication latency is critical in order to ensure unitary perception rather than perception of two distinct auditory and haptic events: it has been shown that the latency in this implementation is well below typical experimental estimates for temporal windows of auditory-tactile integration (see e.g. [22, 21]).

The setup was used in [59] to run an experiment on the relative contributions of haptic and auditory information to bimodal judgments of contact stiffness. Rendering a virtual surface, i.e. simulating the interaction forces that arises when touching a stiff object, is the prototypical haptic task. We have investigated to what extent the addition of auditory feedback can affect the haptic perception of stiffness and possibly compensate for physical limitations of the haptic device so to enhance the range of perceived stiffness conveyed to the user (as an example, the nominal maximum closed-loop control stiffness for a Phantom® Omni™ device is 500 N/m, which is far from typical values for stiff surfaces).
Figure 3(a) shows the visual display that was presented to the subjects: this did not change between conditions, and was intentionally composed of stylized objects, in order to limit as much as possible the amount of visual information delivered to subjects. Perceived stiffness was determined through an absolute magnitude-estimation procedure on a scale ranging from “extremely soft” (1) to “extremely stiff” (8), and the results reported in Fig. 3(b) support the effectiveness of auditory feedback in modulating haptic perception of stiffness. Moreover, about 40% perceived the haptic feedback changing together with audio and based their rating also on haptic feedback (although the haptic stiffness had the same value in all conditions), suggesting that properly designed and synchronized contact sounds can elicit an auditory-haptic illusion and modulate the haptic perception of stiffness.

5.4. Discussion

The experiment reported above relies on verbal descriptions and judgements, which are in many ways arbitrary. For instance, what should the subjects judge: “stiffness”, or “hardness”, or “force”, or . . . ? Would that be the stiffness of the hammer, or that of the hit itself? What modality dominates in this task.

This kind of approach has two main interesting aspects: first, it avoids completely any verbal description of the task to be performed; second, it focuses the experimental design directly on the loop between action and perception, in a way that has rarely been investigated in the literature [60].
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Figure 3: Experiment on bimodal stiffness judgements: (a) visual display that presented to the subjects, and (b) experimental results.
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